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Abstract—The importance of data mining is apparent with the advent of powerful
data collection and storage tools; raw data is so abundant that manual analysis is
no longer possible. Unfortunately, data mining problems are difficult to solve and
this prompted the introduction of several novel data structures to improve mining
efficiency. Here, we will critically examine existing preprocessing data structures
used in association rule mining for enhancing performance in an attempt to
understand their strengths and weaknesses. Our analyses culminate in a practical
structure called the SOTrieIT (Support-Ordered Trie Itemset) and two synergistic
algorithms to accompany it for the fast discovery of frequent itemsets.
Experiments involving a wide range of synthetic data sets reveal that its algorithms
outperform FP-growth, a recent association rule mining algorithm with excellent
performance, by up to two orders of magnitude and, thus, verifying its efficiency
and viability.
Index Terms—Data mining, association rule mining, data structures.

1 INTRODUCTION
SINCE the late 1980s, our ability in the generation and collection of
data has greatly improved with the maturing of bar-coding,
database, remote sensing, and Internet technologies. As a result,
manual inspection and analysis of raw data are virtually
impossible simply due to the sheer size of the data sets. This
prompted keen interest in automated data analysis tools that, in
turn, catapulted the rise of data mining. Data structures first
appeared when programming became increasingly complex in the
1960s. Since then, traditional data structures have been extended.
Although computing power has increased tremendously over the
years, efficient algorithms with customized data structures are still
necessary to obtain timely results. This is especially true for data
mining as it is a computationally-intensive process; data mining
problems are usually NP-Complete [1], [2].
In this paper, we focus on Association Rule Mining (ARM) [3]
because of its immense popularity and usefulness in a wide variety
of situations such as electronic commerce [4], classification [5],
clustering [6], Web mining [7], and bioinformatics [8]. Several data
structures have been proposed for the enhancement of ARM, but
none is able to cope effectively with the size and dynamism of
current databases [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. Here, we shall
critically examine existing preprocessing data structures in
association rule mining for enhancing performance in an attempt
to understand their strengths and weaknesses. Our analyses
culminate in a practical structure called the Support-Ordered Trie
Itemset (SOTrieIT) and two synergistic association rule mining
algorithms to accompany it. Experiments involving a wide range
of synthetic data sets reveal that the algorithms outperform
FP-growth, a recent association rule mining algorithm with
excellent performance, by up to two orders of magnitude and,
thus, verifying its efficiency and viability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section
describes the problem of mining association rules. Section 3
reviews ARM algorithms that utilize data structures, while
Section 4 introduces our enhanced data structure and algorithms.
The performance of our approach is evaluated in Section 5 and,
finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.
2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
The following is a formal description of the problem of mining
association rules. Let the universal itemset, I ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; aNg be a
set of literals called items. LetD be a database of transactions where
each transaction T contains a set of items such that T  I. For a
given itemset X  I and a given transaction T , T contains X if and
only if X  T . Let x be the support count of an itemset X, which is
the number of transactions in D that contain X. Let s be the support
threshold and jDj be the number of transactions in D. An itemset X
is large or frequent if X  jDj  s%. An association rule is an
implication of the form X¼)Y , where X  I, Y  I, and
X \ Y ¼ ;. The association rule X¼)Y holds in the database D
with confidence c% if no less than c% of the transactions in D that
contain X also contain Y . The association rule X¼)Y has support
s% in D if X[Y ¼ jDj  s%.
The problem of mining association rules is to discover all rules
that have confidence and support greater than some user-defined
thresholds. ARM can be decomposed into two subproblems: The
discovery of frequent itemsets and the generation of association
rules from frequent itemsets. Researchers usually address the first
subproblem as it is more computationally expensive and less
straightforward. As such, only the first subproblem is addressed
here.
3 RELATED WORK
The Apriori algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms for
mining association rules [3]. It introduces a method to generate
candidate itemsets Ck in a pass k using only frequent itemsets Lk1
in the previous pass. The idea rests on the fact that any subset of a
frequent itemset must be frequent as well. Hence, Ck can be
generated by joining Lk1 and deleting those that contain any
subset that is not frequent. However, studies reveal that the need
for candidate itemset generation is a great disadvantage with
respect to scalability and is the main bottleneck in ARM [15].
The use of lattice theory was studied by Zaki [9]. To complement
the use of lattices, Zaki uses a vertical database format where each
itemset is associated with a list of transactions known as a tid-list.
Zaki employs a boolean powerset lattice to represent the database
items and introduces algorithms that outperforms Apriori sig-
nificantly. However, since most databases use a horizontal format,
this approach requires an additional conversion step. In addition,
the Boolean powerset lattice requires much space to store the labels
and tid-lists. Shenoy et al. proposed a compression technique for
tid-lists at the expense of efficiency [16].
The adjacency lattice, introduced by Aggarwal and Yu [10], is
similar to Zaki’s boolean powerset lattice except that it uses the
notion of adjacency among itemsets and does not rely on a vertical
database format. Two itemsets are said to be adjacent to each other
if one can be transformed to the other with the addition of a single
item. To reduce memory requirements, the authors defined a
primary threshold that is the minimum support threshold possible to
fit all qualified itemsets into the adjacency lattice in main memory.
The main strength of this approach is the avoidance of generating
redundant association rules. However, it disallows the mining of
frequent itemsets at support thresholds lower than the primary
threshold.
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The Continuous Association Rule Mining Algorithm (CARMA)
allows the user to change the support threshold and continuously
displays the resulting association rules with support and con-
fidence bounds during the first phase [11]. During its second
phase, it determines the precise support of each itemset and
extracts all the frequent itemsets. With the support lattice, CARMA
readily computes frequent itemsets for varying support thresholds.
However, experiments reveal that CARMA only performs faster
than Apriori at very low support thresholds because of the
tremendous overheads involved in constructing the support
lattice.
Amir et al. presented a new way of mining association rules
using a trie to preprocess the database [12]. It is based on Rymon’s
set enumeration tree search framework to enable itemsets to be
located quickly [17]. First, all transactions are mapped onto a trie
structure. This mapping involves the extraction of the powerset of
the transaction items and the updating of the trie structure. Once
built, the trie structure contains all the support counts of items. To
find frequent itemsets, the structure is simply traversed using
depth-first search. Yang et al. introduced a binary Patricia trie to
reduce the heavy memory requirements of the trie [13]. For faster
support-counting, the authors also added a set of horizontal
pointers to index nodes. However, after compression, it is difficult
for the Patricia trie to be updated whenever the database changes.
Coenen et al. proposed another simpler way to improve the
method of Amir et al. by considering a trie structure that contains
partial totals of the support counts of itemsets [18]. Its construction
is faster as the transactions themselves are used to build the trie
structure; there is no need to use their powersets. However, this
requires another step to sum up the partial counts in order to
obtain the actual support count of an itemset.
The Frequent Pattern-growth (FP-growth) algorithm is a recent
ARM algorithm that achieves impressive results [14]. It uses a
compact tree structure called the Frequent Pattern-tree (FP-tree) to
store information about frequent 1-itemsets L1. In the first database
scan, L1 is obtained and sorted in support descending order. In the
second scan, items in the transactions are first sorted according to
the order of L1. These sorted items are used to construct the
FP-tree. FP-growth then proceeds to recursively mine FP-trees of
decreasing size to generate frequent itemsets without candidate
generation and database scans. It does so by examining all the
conditional pattern bases of the FP-tree, which consists of the set of
frequent itemsets occurring with the suffix pattern. Since the
construction and use of the FP-trees are complex, FP-growth only
achieves significant speedups at low support thresholds. More-
over, it is only incremental to a certain extent depending on the
FP-tree watermark (validity support threshold). As new transac-
tions arrive, the support counts of items increase but their relative
support frequency may decrease. Suppose the new transactions
cause too many previously infrequent itemsets to become frequent,
i.e., the watermark is raised too high (in order to make such
itemsets infrequent) according to a user-defined level, then the
FP-tree must be reconstructed.
In summary, several data structures have been designed to
enhance the performance of ARM, but so far none is able to achieve
good performance and support threshold independence with low
memory requirements. The best structure is the FP-tree and it will
be empirically evaluated in Section 5.
4 PREPROCESSING DATA STRUCTURE AND
ALGORITHMS
In this section, we present and analyze our preprocessing data
structure and two algorithms that utilize it.
4.1 Support-Ordered Trie Itemset (SOTrieIT)
A SOTrieIT is defined as follows: A SOTrieIT consists of two
levels of tree nodes such that every tree node w has a label ‘
(represents an item) and an integer j (represents support
count). (As every tree node corresponds to some item ai 2 I,
for brevity, we use wi to refer to a tree node that corresponds
to ai 2 I.) Let CðwiÞ be the set of child nodes of node wi and
SðwiÞ be the support count of an itemset represented by wi. If
wi is a first-level node, SðwiÞ is the support count of 1-itemset
faig. If wi is a second-level node, SðwiÞ is the support count of
2-itemset fah; aig, where wh is its parent node. If CðwiÞ 6¼ ;,
then CðwiÞ  fwj; . . . ; wNg, where j > i ^ SðwjÞ  Sðwjþ1Þ, i.e.,
the child nodes are sorted by decreasing support counts. A set
of SOTrieITs, possibly rooted at w1; w2; . . . ; wN , is built from a
database to store support counts of all 1-itemsets and
2-itemsets. We use a special node called ROOT to link all
these SOTrieITs together and keep them ordered by support
count in a way similar to their second-level nodes. For brevity,
we shall refer to a set of SOTrieITs as simply SOTrieIT
henceforth.
The SOTrieIT is constructed by extracting 1-itemsets and
2-itemsets from all transactions and using them to update the
SOTrieIT. Unlike the trie structure of Amir et al., the SOTrieIT is
ordered by support count (speeds up search) and does not require
the powersets of transactions (reduces construction time). Fig. 1
shows the SOTrieIT built from a sample database with just four
transactions. The bracketed number beside a node’s label denotes
the support count. Note that its nodes are support-ordered and
has two levels of nodes (excluding the special ROOT node). The
main weakness of the SOTrieIT is that it can only discover L1 and
L2, while its main strength lies in its speed in discovering L1 and
L2. L1 and L2 can be found promptly because there is no need to
scan the database. In addition, the search (depth-first) can be
stopped at a particular level the moment a node representing a
nonfrequent itemset is found because the nodes are all support-
ordered. For example, if the minimum support count is 4, the
search can be terminated immediately when the first-level node
A(3) is encountered.
Another advantage of the SOTrieIT, compared with all
previously-discussed structures, is that it can be constructed
online, meaning that each time a new transaction arrives, the
SOTrieIT can be incrementally updated [19]. This is possible
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Fig. 1. Resultant SOTrieIT constructed from sample database.
because the SOTrieIT is constructed without the need to know the
support threshold; it is support-independent. All 1-itemsets and
2-itemsets in the database are used to update the SOTrieIT
regardless of their support counts. To conserve storage space,
existing trie structures have to use thresholds to keep their sizes
manageable and, thus, when new transactions arrive, they have to
be reconstructed because the support counts of itemsets would
have changed.
Finally, it requires far less storage space than a trie or Patricia
trie because it is only two levels deep and can be easily stored in
both memory and files. The number of level 2 nodes N 2 far
exceeds that of level 1 nodes N 1 and, thus, level 2 nodes are stored
in files. Although this causes some I/O overheads, it is insignif-
icant as seen in the experiments in the next section. N 1 is in the
order of the size of the universal itemset jIj, while N 2 is
PjIj
i¼1 i.
Construction details as well as complexity analyses can be found in
our previous work [20].
4.2 Algorithms
Two new algorithms are introduced in this section to work
synergistically with the SOTrieIT to discover frequent itemsets.
The first algorithm termed Fast Online Dynamic-Growth (FOLD-
Growth) is an enhanced hybrid version of FOLDARM [19] and
FP-growth [14]. FOLDARM is extremely fast when the size kmax
of the largest frequent itemset is small, while FP-growth excels
in situations where kmax > 10 and, thus, FOLD-growth is an
attempt to amalgamate their strengths. The FOLD-growth
algorithm is as follows:
1: Use the SOTrieIT to quickly discover L1 and L2
2: if L1 ¼ ; _ L2 ¼ ; then
3: Terminate algorithm
4: end if
5: for transaction T 2 D do
6: Remove items that will not contribute to Lk, where k > 2,
using L1 and L2
7: Sort items in support descending order
8: Construct/Update the FP-tree with trimmed and sorted T
9: end for
10: Run FP-growth algorithm on constructed FP-tree
With the SOTrieIT, L1 and L2 can be quickly found and they
can be used to further prune the transactions that are used to
construct the FP-tree. Hence, only one database scan is needed to
start building the FP-tree. Note that if L2 is not found, we can
terminate the algorithm immediately because all possibly frequent
itemsets, in this case L1, are already found. Another point to note is
that there is no need to store the trimmed transactions because
once they are used to update the FP-tree, they can be discarded.
The SOTrieIT can be easily and incrementally updated when
transactions are added or deleted, but the FP-tree must always be
reconstructed whenever there are updates to the database because
of its dependence on support thresholds; an update to the database
affects the relative frequency of items, causing them to become
frequent or infrequent. Therefore, since FOLD-growth uses
SOTrieIT, it can be said to be more incremental than FP-growth
to a certain extent even though FOLD-growth itself is not
incremental.
FOLD-growth demonstrates the power of using L1 and L2 for
pruning transactions. Therefore, we apply such pruning to our
FOLDARM algorithm [19] to create a more efficient algorithm
called FOLDARM2. Like FOLD-growth, FOLDARM uses the
SOTrieIT to quickly discover L1 and L2 and then applies Apriori
to discover the rest of the frequent itemsets. Since the generation of
candidate 2-itemsets has been shown to be the main bottleneck in
Apriori’s candidate generation strategy [15], FOLDARM achieves
much performance improvement over Apriori. FOLDARM2 is
similar to FOLDARM except for an additional step to reduce the
database size before applying Apriori. Like FOLD-growth, L1 and
L2 are used to prune transactions so that only items that may
contribute to the support count of frequent itemsets of size three
and above remain. As Apriori scans the database iteratively, this
reduction of database size translates into huge savings in database
scanning time.
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section evaluates and compares the relative performance of
FP-growth, FOLD-growth, and FOLDARM2 by conducting experi-
ments on a Pentium-IV machine with a CPU clock rate of 2.4 GHz
and 1 GB of main memory. The algorithms are implemented in Java
and the implementations of FP-growth and the synthetic database
generator are taken from ARMiner [21]. To describe a database, we
use the notation Tw:Ix:Ny:Dz, where w is the average size of
transactions, x is the average size of maximal potentially frequent
itemsets, y is the number of unique items, and z is the size of the
database. Thedatabases usedhere are T25.I20.N10K.D100K (11MB),
T2.I2.N32K.D640K (10 MB), T25.I20.N75.D1K (0.1 MB), and
T25.I20.N32K.D640K (73 MB) denoted as D1, D2, D3, and D4,
respectively. The first database is similar to the oneusedbyHanet al.
[14]. D2 is based on a survey done by the National Association of
Recording Merchandisers which discovered that, on average, custo-
mers do not buy more than two items in a transaction [22]. In
addition, since online stores likeAmazon.comusually carrymillions
of products, we want to use a universal itemset that is as large as
possible but due to memory limitation, we only use a database with
32,000 unique items. D3 is a database modeled after survey-based
data sets. It is the densest database here as about a third of the
universal itemset are in each transaction. Finally, D4 is the largest
database and is used to test the scalability of the algorithms. Fig. 2
shows the processing time and number of FP-tree nodes needed for
the databases while Fig. 3 displays the number of frequent itemsets
found. Note that in some of the graphs, the computation time of
FOLDARM2 is not plotted as it far exceeds 1000 s.
The preprocessing step to construct the SOTrieIT is not reflected
in the graphs because the SOTrieIT is incrementally constructed/
updated for each transaction as it arrives; the construction phase
takes place over a long period of time before the actual mining
process. Hence, the effect of incremental updates on the data is not
mentioned since we are only interested in the mining phase. An
average of only 1 s, 4 ms, 15 ms and 1.25 s are spent on
preprocessing a single transaction found in D1, D2, D3, and D4,
respectively. In addition, since it is built only once and reused
many times (during the adjustment of support thresholds), its
construction cost is trivial due to amortization. Unfortunately, the
same cannot be said for the FP-tree because it is support-
dependent. One interesting idea would be to construct an FP-tree
with a support threshold of 0 percent. However, experiments
reveal that much computation time (up to 370 s for D4) and storage
space (more than 9 million nodes for D4) is needed for such a
FP-tree. Unlike the SOTrieIT, its construction time must be
considered because it cannot be built incrementally over time.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that FOLD-growth outperforms FP-growth
by a huge margin under all circumstances except in Fig. 2 (D1A)
where it performs only slightly faster than FP-growth for low
support thresholds and in Fig. 2 (D3A) where it exhibits similar
performance as FP-growth. This can be explained by Fig. 3 (D1)
and (D3) where the length kmax of the biggest frequent itemset
increases exponentially as the support threshold decreases. kmax
also affects the number of FP-tree nodes that is being reduced by
FOLD-growth through the pruning of the database using the
SOTrieIT as seen in Fig. 2 (D1B) and (D3B).
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Both FOLD-growth and FOLDARM2 perform exceptionally
well for higher support thresholds. This allows the user to easily
adjust the support threshold with minimal waste of time. The
reason is found in Figs. 2 (D1B), (D2B), (D3B), and (D4B) where we
can see that the number of FP-tree nodes created at higher support
thresholds is minimal. There is no need to create so many nodes as
the SOTrieIT allows L1 and L2 to be discovered without much
computation and without database scans. On the other hand,
regardless of the support threshold, FP-growth needs two database
scans; one to discover L1 and another to sort and prune
transactions according to L1. FOLD-growth only needs to scan a
smaller version of the database (due to the pruning of transactions
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Fig. 2. Execution times and created FP-tree nodes for the four synthetic databases of the form Tw:Ix:Ny:Dz, where w is the average size of transactions, x is the average
size of maximal potentially frequent itemsets, y is the number of unique items, and z is the size of the database, at varying support thresholds.
using L2) only once when L2 exists in order to construct the
FP-tree. This characteristic of FOLD-growth is particularly useful
in large databases as observed in Fig. 2 (D4A) where FOLD-growth
outperforms FP-growth by two orders of magnitude at support
thresholds of 2 percent and above. Hence, FOLD-growth is much
more scalable than FP-growth. However, FOLDARM2 performs
badly for low support thresholds because it relies on Apriori that
needs to generate many more candidate itemsets when kmax is
large.
6 CONCLUSIONS
With the explosion of data, it is critical to use suitable data
structures for data mining for timely results. We have proposed a
preprocessing data structure known as the SOTrieIT to enhance the
performance of association rule mining. Besides being support-
independent, incremental, and space-efficient, it allows FOLD-
growth, a tailor-made algorithm for the SOTrieIT, to perform more
than 100 times faster than FP-growth as seen in our extensive
experiments.
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Fig. 3. Frequent itemsets found in the four synthetic databases at varying support thresholds.
